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CHAPTER

ONE

OVERVIEW

What’s in this document?
• Data Indexing
• GraphQL API
The Semantic Search provides a way to index the data from GraphDB in Elasticsearch and run queries
against it. On SOML bind action, the Semantic Search Service will create Elasticsearch Connector
instances in GraphDB. These Connectors will ensure that the data from GraphDB is always indexed
and up-to-date in Elasticsearch.
The Semantic Search is a dependent component of the Ontotext Semantic Objects. This is why you
need to have Semantic Objects running in order to use it.
The Semantic Search provides a GraphQL endpoint over the data in Elasticsearch, allowing easy data
consuming. To make a SOML schema searchable via the Semantic Search, the SOML schema should
be first uploaded and bound in the Semantic Objects. After that, the schema should be simply bound to
the Semantic Search, which will read it from the shared SOML storage. The Semantic Search will make
sure to create the necessary connectors and indexes in GraphDB and Elasticsearch.
See the SOML Search documentation for information on how to configure a SOML schema for the
Semantic Search.

1.1 Data Indexing
During data indexing, the following happens:
1. The Semantic Search stops any already running indexing job by the application. It does not affect
externally managed connectors and indexes.
2. The Semantic Search compares the configurations of the existing connectors with the new configurations.
3. The Semantic Search schedules reindexing of connectors with modified configurations.
4. The Semantic Search drops existing GraphDB Elasticsearch Connectors and recreates them one
by one.
5. GraphDB performs the indexing to Elasticsearch.
The data indexing process is triggered when:
• A new SOML schema is bound. Calling a bind action on an already bound SOML schema will
also trigger a data indexing process.
• The already bound SOML schema is updated.
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• Changes are made to the index create settings (elasticsearch.indexCreateSettings) or
connector create settings (elasticsearch.connectorCreateSettings) and restarting the
Semantic Search.
Note: Update on the bound schema will trigger a data indexing only if changes to the indexed types
and/or properties, as well as the create settings, are detected.
The Semantic Search will trigger deletion of the Elasticsearch GraphDB Connectors, resulting in deletion
of the Elasticsearch indexes when:
• A SOML schema is unbound from the Semantic Search by calling an HTTP DELETE request to
the /soml/{id}/search endpoint.
• A SOML schema is unbound from the Semantic Search by performing a bind action on another
schema.
• A SOML schema is deleted.
The actions above will remove all otp-* GraphDB Connector instances and Elasticsearch indexes. The
rest will not be affected.
It should also be noted that setting elasticsearch.indexingEnabled to false will not trigger
deletion of the indexes. So if you have big indexes and plan many SOML updates that can affect the
index structure, a possible solution to avoid rebuilding the Elasticsearch indexes in each update is to
disable the Elasticsearch indexing in the Semantic Search. GraphDB will continue updating the existing
Elasticsearch indexes so the data would be up-to-date. Upon reactivation, the affected indexes will be
updated.
However, any changes in the SOML model would not be applied. Long-term, this is not advisable as the
Semantic Search may start using a data model that does not correspond to the indexed data, and this
may result in various unexpected problems.

1.2 GraphQL API
The primary API of the Semantic Search is the /graphql REST endpoint. It exposes a GraphQL
schema based on the searchable shapes and properties of a bound SOML schema.
The GraphQL schema is tailored to be as close as possible to the Elasticsearch DSL, including queries,
sorting, and aggregations.
The /graphql endpoint is available for both GET and POST method requests.
GET request example for query query all_humans { human_search { hits { human { id
} } } }:
curl --location -X GET \
-H 'Content-Type: application/graphql' \
'http://localhost:9980/graphql?query=query%20all_humans%20%7B%20human_search%20
,→%7B%20hits%20%7B%20human%20%7B%20id%20%7D%20%7D%20%7D%20%7D'

POST request example for raw query query all_humans { human_search { hits { human {
id } } } }:
curl --location -X POST \
-H 'Content-Type: application/graphql' \
--data 'query all_humans { human_search { hits { human { id } } } }' \
'http://localhost:9980/graphql'

POST request example for query query all_humans { human_search { hits { human { id
} } } } as JSON payload:
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curl --location -X POST \
-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \
--data '{"operationName": "all_humans", "query": "query all_humans { human_
,→search { hits { human { id } } } }"}' \
'http://localhost:9980/graphql'

1.2. GraphQL API
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CHAPTER

TWO

QUICK START

What’s in this document?
• Docker
• Docker Compose
• cURL
• Start the Service
• Initialize GraphDB
• Put Star Wars Data into GraphDB
• Define Star Wars Semantic Objects schema
• Run a Star Wars GraphQL Query
• Stop the Service
The Semantic Search is a dependent component of the Ontotext Semantic Objects. This is why you
need to have Semantic Objects running in order to use it.

2.1 Docker
The Semantic Search uses Docker and Docker containers. All of them are published in the Ontotext
Docker hub. You will need to install the Docker daemon on the machine on which you will be running
the service.
Follow the Docker installation guide.

2.2 Docker Compose
The Semantic Search can be run using a Docker Compose configuration on your developer machine.
You will need to install Docker Compose on the machine on which you wish to run the service.
Follow the Docker Compose installation guide.
To deploy the Semantic Search, you need to download this docker-compose.yaml example that
starts the Semantic Search along with Semantic Objects services (Semantic Objects, Workbench, and
GraphDB), Elasticsearch, and Kibana.
After deploying the Semantic Objects, the Semantic Search will be available at http://
localhost:9980.
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To configure the Semantic Search, use the declarative Semantic Object schema and its configuration
options.
The Ontotext Semantic Search is available under the commercial time-based license of the Semantic
Objects. To obtain an evaluation license, please contact the Ontotext team and see the documentation
on Setting up Licenses.
Once you have obtained the license, you can either:
• Move on to the next section and start the Semantic Search and then follow the instructions in the
Semantic Objects documentation on how to Set up a license from the Workbench using http:/
/localhost:9993/, or
• Update the Semantic Objects volumes configuration in the Docker Compose file following the
instructions in the Semantic Objects documentation for Setting up a license through a file.

2.3 cURL
cURL is required only if you intend to use system console to create repositories and load data into
GraphDB, manage a Semantic Objects schema, as well as perform GraphQL queries. All of these
actions can be executed using the Workbench.
Please follow the cURL installation guide.

2.4 Start the Service
Start the docker containers using:
docker-compose -f /path/to/your/docker-compose.yaml up -d

If you have problems with old containers, consider using the --force-recreate flag, e.g., dockercompose -f /path/to/your/docker-compose.yaml up -d --force-recreate.
You can check the running containers using the following docker command:
docker ps

It should include Semantic Search, Semantic Objects, Workbench, GraphDB, Elasticsearch, and Kibana.

2.5 Initialize GraphDB
1. If your GraphDB distribution is an Enterprise edition like in the example above, you will need to provide a license. You can do it through the GraphDB Workbench using http://localhost:9998/
. See the official documentation on Setting up GraphDB Licenses.
Hint: Alternatively, the license can be provisioned by mounting it in the Docker container
in the /opt/graphdb/dist/conf/graphdb.license path.
2. Once the license is provisioned, you need to create a repository. First, download the repo.ttl
RDF dataset, which contains configurations for a repository named soaas.
3. Upload it via the GraphDB Workbench following the instructions for Creating a repository.
Alternatively, you can also upload it using the following cURL command:
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curl -X POST -H "Content-Type: multipart/form-data" -F "config=@repo.
,→ttl" http://localhost:9998/rest/repositories/

Hint: A repo can be automatically initialized by GraphDB if repo.ttl is mounted in the GraphDB
Docker container under the /opt/graphdb/dist/data/repositories/soaas/config.ttl
path.

2.6 Put Star Wars Data into GraphDB
1. Download the starwars-data.ttl RDF dataset.
It describes Star Wars, films, starships, characters, etc. You can find more details about the dataset
here.
2. Upload it via the GraphDB Workbench following the instructions for Loading data from a local file.
Alternatively, you can also upload it using the following cURL command:
curl -X POST -H "Content-Type:application/x-turtle" -T starwars-data.ttl␣
,→http://localhost:9998/repositories/soaas/statements

2.7 Define Star Wars Semantic Objects schema
1. Download the Semantic Objects schema schema.yaml.
It describes the Semantic Object mapping to Star Wars RDF, and in what way these Semantic
Objects should be indexed to Elasticsearch. Then it is used to generate a GraphQL schema for
querying the Star Wars data that is indexed to Elasticsearch.
2. Load the Semantic Objects schema from the Workbench on http://localhost:9993/ following the instructions for Uploading Schema Wizard.
Alternatively, you can also load it using the following cURL command:
curl -X POST -H "Content-Type: text/yaml" -H "Accept: application/ld+json" -T␣
,→schema.yaml -H "X-Request-ID: GettingStartedTx01" http://localhost:9995/soml

3. Activate (bind) this schema to Semantic Objects and to Semantic Search in order to start indexing to Elasticsearch and generate a GraphQL schema. You can do this from the Workbench by
following the Upload Schema Wizard steps or from the Manage Schema page.
Alternatively, you can also activate it using the following cURL commands:
curl -X PUT -H "X-Request-ID: GettingStartedTx02" http://localhost:9995/soml/
,→swapi/soaas
curl -X PUT -H "X-Request-ID: GettingStartedTx02" http://localhost:9980/soml/
,→swapi/search

2.6. Put Star Wars Data into GraphDB
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2.8 Run a Star Wars GraphQL Query
• GraphQL Query to Semantic Search
As you can see in the Semantic Objects schema that you downloaded and activated in
the Semantic services, there is a configuration for the Wookiee Semantic Object that creates the otp-wookiee index in Elasticsearch, and indexes in it all the Wookiee objects
that were loaded in GraphDB:
Wookiee:
search: {index: yes}

For more info how to configure the Semantic Search using the Semantic Objects
schema, see Semantic Object Modeling.
The following Semantic Search GraphQL query gets all Wookies. Data is extracted
from the Elasticsearch:
You can execute the query by accessing the Workbench GraphiQL Playground on
http://localhost:9993/graphql and selecting Semantic Search service endpoint from the dropdown.
An equivalent cURL request looks like this:
curl --location --request POST 'http://localhost:9980/graphql' \
--header 'accept: application/json' \
--header 'Content-Type: application/json' \
--data-raw '{"query":"query getWookiees { wookiee_search { max_
,→score hits { score wookiee { id name rdfs_label {value lang}}}}}",
,→"variables":{}}'

For more complex GraphQL queries showing the wide variety of available functionalities,
see the Semantic Search GraphQL Query tutorial.
• GraphQL Query to Semantic Objects
You can execute a similar GraphQL query against the Semantic Objects, where we will
again get all the Wookiees, but now the data is extracted from GraphDB and not from
the Elasticsearch indexes.
You can execute the query by accessing the Workbench GraphiQL Playground on
http://localhost:9993/graphql and selecting Semantic Objects service endpoint from the dropdown.
An equivalent cURL request to the Semantic Objects looks like this:
curl --location --request POST 'http://localhost:9995/graphql' \
--header 'accept: application/json' \
--header 'Content-Type: application/json' \
--data-raw '{"query":"query Wookiees { wookiee { id name }}",
,→"variables":{}}'
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2.9 Stop the Service
Stop and remove all Platform Docker containers using:
docker-compose -f /path/to/your/docker-compose.yaml down

To remove the volume data as well, use:
docker-compose -f /path/to/your/docker-compose.yaml down --volumes

2.9. Stop the Service
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CHAPTER

THREE

MONITORING

What’s in this document?
• Health Checks
• Good to Go
• Troubleshooting
• About
• Semantic Services Monitoring
The Semantic Search has built-in monitoring allowing you to track the execution of queries and administrative tasks. Health checks for the constituent services of the Search are also available. Additionally,
the service also has a good-to-go endpoint that offers a quick view of the overall health status of the
system. All requests are associated with one or more logging messages, making it easier to keep track
of its state.

3.1 Health Checks
The health checks can be obtained from the __health endpoint. The health check service also has a
cache that refreshes when a certain number of seconds have passed from the last time it was requested
(default is 30). The default can be changed by setting the health.cache.invalidation.period
configuration parameter. The usage of the cache can also be controlled at runtime by using the boolean
URL parameter cache. The default behavior or requests without additional parameters will use the
cache.
There are two distinct health checks associated with the Semantic Search:
• Search health check: Verifies that each dependent component required for the proper execution
of the search request is available and in operational state. It checks whether there is a bound
SOML schema and whether there is a connection to the Elasticsearch.
• Elasticsearch indexes health check: Validates that all of the indexes are available and operating normally. It also performs a connection test to Elasticsearch and uses the cluster health
request from Elasticsearch to calculate the overall state of the indexes. The specific case for this
check is that it will return OK status if Elasticsearch is used with single node (replicas), although
Elasticsearch does not recommend such usage.
Each of the described checks has a detailed response. The responses contain the following items:
• id: The ID is obtained from a set of standard Ontotext IDs which are unique and persistent across
the service. All checks are prefixed with 2 to indicate Semantic Search-related problems.
– Search OK - 2000: There is no issue with the service that handles search requests.
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– Search unavailable - 2001: The Semantic Search is unavailable and cannot process any
search requests.
– SOML not bound - 2002: There is no SOML schema bound to the service.
– SOML unavailable - 2003: The bound SOML schema could not be loaded for the store. Either
the Search could not establish connection to the store or the model was removed from the
store.
– Elastic unavailable - 2004: The Search does not have connection to Elasticsearch.
– Indexes OK - 2100: There is no issue with the required Elasticsearch indexes, and all of them
are available.
– Remote Elastic unavailable - 2101: The remote Elasticsearch instance is not available and
the status of the indexes could not be retrieved.
– Indexes unavailable - 2102: There was an internal error during the health check procedure.
It shows that the service is not available and there are issues with it.
– Index SOML not bound - 2103: There is no SOML schema bound to the service, thus there
are no indexes to check for.
– Indexes SOML unavailable - 2104: The bound SOML schema could not be loaded, therefore
the required indexes could not retrieved for a correct health check.
– Indexes errors - 2105: There is an issue with one or more indexes and their individual status
is not OK.
– Missing indexes - 2106: There is at least one required index that is missing in Elasticsearch.
This may occur when the index was not created or was removed from Elasticsearch for some
reason.
• status: Marks the status of the particular component. Can be ERROR or OK. This parameter should
be analyzed together with the impact status for the given health check.
• severity: Marks the impact of the errors in a given component on the entire system. Can be LOW,
`MEDIUM`, or HIGH. LOW severity is returned when there are issues that should not affect the
overall behavior of the Search seriously. MEDIUM is returned when the error will lead to issues
with other services but not to an unrecoverable state. HIGH severity errors mean that the Search
is unusable until they are resolved. Is only returned if a dependent component is not OK.
• name: A human-friendly name for the check. It can be inferred from the check ID as well.
• type: A human-friendly identifier for the check. It can be either search or elasticIndexes.
• impact: A human-friendly short description of the error, providing a quick reference for how the
problem will impact the service.
• description: A description of the check itself and what it covers.
• troubleshooting: Contains a link to the troubleshooting documentation that offers specific steps
to help users fix the problem. If there is no problem, it points to the general __trouble page.
The health checks update dynamically with the state of the overall system. When a given component
recovers, its health check will also return to OK.
Beside the described health checks, each request to the __health endpoint returns an overall status
field, detailing the state of the system. This is OK if no errors are present, WARNING if errors are present
but their impact is not `HIGH`, and ERROR if errors are present and their impact is HIGH.
This is an example of a healthy Search instance:
{
"status":"OK",
"healthChecks":[
{
"status":"OK",
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

"id":"2000",
"name":"Search service health",
"type":"search",
"impact":"Search service operating normally.",
"troubleshooting":"http://otp-search.com/__trouble",
"description":"Search service checks.",
"message":"Search service operating normally."
},
{
"status":"OK",
"id":"2100",
"name":"Elastic indexes health",
"type":"elasticIndexes",
"impact":"All indexes are available",
"troubleshooting":"http://otp-search.com/__trouble",
"description":"",
"message":"All indexes are available"
}
]
}

3.2 Good to Go
The good-to-go endpoint is available at __gtg. The endpoint service also has a cache that refreshes
if 30 seconds have passed from the last time it was requested. This is controlled by the boolean URL
parameter cache. This parameter also controls whether or not to perform a full health check or to use
the health check cache.
The good-to-go endpoint returns OK if the Search is operational and can be used, i.e., the status of the
health checks is either OK, or it is WARNING and can be recovered to OK without Search instance restart.
The endpoint returns `ERROR` when the status of the health checks is ERROR.
Good-to-go and health checks can be used in tandem in order to enable an orchestration tool for managing the Semantic Search. Below is a sample Kubernetes configuration for the Search that showcases
how to utilize good-to-go and health check to monitor the status of your application:
spec:
containers:
- name: OTP Search
image: ontotext/search
readinessProbe:
httpGet:
path: /__gtg?cache=false
port: 8080
initialDelaySeconds: 3
periodSeconds: 10
livenessProbe:
httpGet:
path: /__health
port: 8080
initialDelaySeconds: 30
periodSeconds: 30

Tip: We recommend a health check period of at least 10 seconds if not using the cache.
Another good practice is to not set a cache=false if a health check has a period greater than the cache
invalidation period. The assumption made here is that the cache will be invalidated anyway, or, if it is

3.2. Good to Go
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not, that another tool using the health checks has refreshed it in the meantime.
This is an example of a Search instance that is good to go:
{
"gtg": "OK"
}

3.3 Troubleshooting
The __trouble endpoint helps troubleshoot and analyze issues with the Semantic Search, outlining
common error modes and their resolution. The troubleshooting documentation contains the following
components:
• Important endpoints: An overview of the endpoints supported by the service.
• Example query requests: Provides a streamlined example of using the Semantic Search.
• Prerequisites: Lists the skill set that a successful maintainer should have.
• Resolving known issues: Provides a list of known symptoms together with potential causes and
suggested resolution methods.
The troubleshooting endpoint is a starting point for analyzing any issues with the Semantic Search and
may often be sufficient for resolving them on its own. If you cannot resolve the issues with the help of
this endpoint, please refer to our support.

3.4 About
The __about endpoint lists the Search version, its build date, a quick description on what the Semantic
Search is, and a link to this documentation.

3.5 Semantic Services Monitoring
The Semantic Search monitoring can also be included in the global monitoring performed for all Ontotext
Semantic Services. It uses Grafana to monitor the performance and health of the deployed services.
See how to use it here.
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CHAPTER

FOUR

TUTORIAL

What’s in this document?
• Queries
– Basic
– Compound Queries

* Boolean Queries
* Function Score Queries
– Term-level Queries

* Types of Term-level Queries
– Match_all Query
• Boost
• Sorting
• Paging
• Aggregations
– Metrics Aggregations
– Bucket Aggregations
– Sub-aggregations
The following sections provide examples of Star Wars GraphQL queries and responses.
First, you need to start the Semantic Objects following their Quick Start Guide.
To try out the queries in this tutorial, make sure to get acquainted with the Semantic Objects tutorials
beforehand.
All examples in this section are based on the Semantic Objects Star Wars dataset.
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4.1 Queries
The GraphQL implementation of the Semantic Search allows you to invoke queries with syntax nearly
identical to that of Elasticsearch.

4.1.1 Basic
The most basic search query you can execute is:
As you can see, the query response contains all wookiees present in the dataset, their Elasticsearch
score, and the requested fields in the sub-selection.

4.1.2 Compound Queries
Compound queries wrap other compound or leaf queries with the purpose of either combining their
results and scores, changing their behavior, or switching from query to filter context.
Boolean Queries
The following GraphQL query shows a simple term query that finds all characters with height of 177.
You can mix different query types using Boolean queries. For example, this GraphQL query will find all
characters with name “Lando Calrissian” and height of 177:
We can make a query to the character index for a name matching "Luke SkywalekS" with fuzziness and fuzzy_transpositions, and we can boost the found results score by 4.0:
You can limit the results by using different query types like Match queries, Wildcard queries, or Term
queries. For example, the following GraphQL query will return all characters whose type contains
“Droi”, or have a birthYear 19BBY, or have name Jek Tono Porkins.
Function Score Queries
The function_score allows you to modify the score of documents that are retrieved by a query. This can
be useful if, for example, a score function is computationally expensive and it is sufficient to compute
the score on a filtered set of documents.
Here is an example where we return all Characters, but boost the results by 5 of those who have
either “white”, “blue”, or “pale” skinColor:

4.1.3 Term-level Queries
You can use term-level queries to find documents based on precise values in structured data.
Types of Term-level Queries
Fuzzy queries and fuzziness parameter in other queries are also supported. They allow finding results
containing terms similar to the search terms. For example, the following fuzzy query will result in finding
characters with green eyeColor although the search term contains switched, missing, or extra characters:
Exists queries return documents that contain an indexed value for a field. For example, the following
GraphQL query will return only Characters that have indexed value for cybernetics. Note that
cybernetics is a property that belongs to the Human subclass, and not Character, so in the query
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input we refer to it as Human_cybernetics and in the request we get it using the inline fragment ...
on Human:
Term queries return documents that contain an exact term in a provided field.
You can use the term query to find documents based on a precise value such as a price, a product ID,
or a username.
Terms queries are the same as the term query, except you can search for multiple values.

4.1.4 Match_all Query
You can also use Match_all queries to match all documents from a given indexed object type. For
example, the following GraphQL query will return all indexed Films (max 1,000) with their score boosted
to 5.0:

4.2 Boost
Some matching results can be boosted using the Elasticsearch boost parameter. For example, the
query below will return all characters with type Human or with height over 190. The score of the Human
characters will be boosted by 5.0 and the score of the characters with height will be boosted by 10.0.
The score of the characters that are both Human and taller than 190 will be the highest, followed by the
taller non-Human characters, followed by the Human characters.

4.3 Sorting
The following GraphQL query shows how to apply results sorting on the height field in descending
order:
Currently, the following sorting options are supported:
• order
• mode
• missing
• numeric_type
See more about Elasticsearch sorting here.

4.4 Paging
This GraphQL query shows how to apply paging to the response. The size argument defines the page
size, while from defines the amount of records to skip:
Note: By default, the size of the response is limited to 10.

4.2. Boost
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4.5 Aggregations
Elasticsearch aggregations summarize data as metrics, statistics, or other analytics. The Semantic
Search supports two aggregation types: metrics and bucket aggregations, as well as sub-aggregations
between them. Let’s have a look at them in more detail.

4.5.1 Metrics Aggregations
Metrics aggregations compute metrics based on values extracted in one way or another from the documents that are being aggregated. The values are usually extracted from the fields of the document
using the field data. We will take a look at some of them below.
Avg aggregations are single-value metrics aggregations that compute the average of numeric values
that are extracted from the aggregated documents. This query shows an aggregation over the average
height of Characters.
Cardinality aggregations are single-value metrics aggregation that calculate an approximate count of
distinct values. This query aggregates the cardinality of different Character fields.
Max aggregations are single-value metrics aggregation that keeps track and returns the maximum value
among the numeric values extracted from the aggregated documents. This query aggregates max values of different Character fields.
Min aggregations are single-value metrics aggregations that keep track and return the minimum value
among numeric values extracted from the aggregated documents. This query aggregates min values of
different Human fields.
Percentile ranks aggregations are multi-value metrics aggregations that calculate one or more percentile
ranks over numeric values extracted from the aggregated documents. This query aggregates the percentile ranks for averageHeight of Species.
Percentiles aggregations are multi-value metrics aggregations that calculate one or more percentiles
over numeric values extracted from the aggregated documents. This query aggregates the percentiles
for Character mass with different Elasticsearch options: missing value, keyed response, HDR histogram, compression.
Stats aggregations are multi-value metrics aggregations that compute stats over numeric values extracted from the aggregated documents. This query aggregates stats for Character height and
mass.
String stats aggregations are multi-value metrics aggregations that compute statistics over string values
extracted from the aggregated documents. This query aggregates string stats for Character gender
by field, by script, using missing, with show_distribution.
Sum aggregations are single-value metrics aggregations that sum up numeric values that are extracted
from the aggregated documents. This query aggregates sum for Character height and mass.
Top metrics aggregations select metrics from the document with the largest or smallest “sort” value.
This query aggregates a character’s height for top mass and height for top _score for
Characters with eyeColor matching “blue”, “gray”, “yellow”, or “green”.
Value_count aggregations are single-value metrics aggregations that count the number of values that are
extracted from the aggregated documents. This query aggregates the value count of the residents
of a planet (requires nestingLevel >=1).
Weighted avg aggregations are single-value metrics aggregations that compute the weighted average of
numeric values that are extracted from the aggregated documents. This query aggregates the weighted
average for Film boxOffice weighted by cost.
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4.5.2 Bucket Aggregations
Bucket aggregations create buckets of documents. Depending on the aggregation type, each bucket is
associated with a criterion that determines whether or not a document in the current context falls into it.
Bucket aggregations also compute and return the number of documents that fell into each bucket. Let’s
take a look at some of them below.
Date range aggregations are range aggregations dedicated for date values. The following GraphQL
query shows the bucket aggregation for awardRecognition objects over awardDate field.
Filter aggregations define a single bucket of all the documents in the current document set context that
match a specified filter. This query shows an aggregation that will return the average mass of characters
with height of 183.0.
Missing aggregations are field data based single bucket aggregations that create a bucket of all documents in the current document set context that are missing a field value. This query shows an aggregation that will return the average height of characters without mass.
Nested aggregations are special single bucket aggregations that enable aggregating nested documents.
This query will return the string_stats location.type for film/4.
Range aggregations are multi-bucket value source based aggregations that enable you to define a set of
ranges, each representing a bucket. The next query shows an aggregation for characters with height:
under 170, from 170 to 190, from 190 to 200, 200 and above.
Terms aggregations are multi-bucket value source based aggregations where buckets are dynamically
built, one per unique value. This query shows an aggregation over homeworld with a limit of 5 groups
with default sorting, with count in descending order.
This is another example of terms aggregation over height sorted by the count of the aggregation in
ascending order.
Another terms aggregation over gender excluding values that match the pattern fem.*.
And a final terms aggregation query over root object bucket per type, stats for height, mass, diameter, and length.

4.5.3 Sub-aggregations
Bucket aggregations support bucket or metric sub-aggregations. For example, a terms aggregation with
an avg sub-aggregation calculates an average value for each bucket of documents. There is no level or
depth limit for nesting sub-aggregations.
This query uses metrics aggregations in sub-aggregation: create buckets by Planet id; calculate
min, max, average, percentiles for resident.height for each planet.
This query shows sub-aggregations for character terms-film/terms-gender.
The following GraphQL query shows how to aggregate the height field with different aggregation types:
the count of the different heights, the min value of all heights, and the max value:
You can explore the GraphQL schema to see all available query and aggregation input types. This can
be done with any GraphQL introspection tool, for example GraphiQL or GraphQL Playground.
You can also mix together queries, sorting, and aggregations as long as they are valid according to the
Elasticsearch DSL.

4.5. Aggregations
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CHAPTER

FIVE

ADMINISTRATION

What’s in this document?
• Schema Management API
• Service Configurations
• Health Checks Configurations
• Elasticsearch Configuration
• Security
• Handling of dateTime Properties
• Semantic Services Gateway

5.1 Schema Management API
Binding a schema
The PUT /soml/{schema-id}/search endpoint is used to bind a SOML schema.
Example binding for swapi SOML schema using a cURL request:
curl --location -X PUT 'http://localhost:9980/soml/swapi/search'

Unbinding a schema
The DELETE /soml/{schema-id}/search endpoint is used to unbind a SOML schema.
Example unbinding for swapi SOML schema using a cURL request:
curl --location -X DELETE 'http://localhost:9980/soml/swapi/search'

Validating a schema
The POST /soml/validate endpoint is used to validate a SOML schema provided with the request
body. The response is returned in JSON-LD format. If there were errors during validation, they will be
returned with the response along with the original schema.
Example validation for SOML schema using a cURL request:
curl "http://localhost:9980/soml/validate" -X POST -H "Content-Type: text/yaml" -T
,→"/path/to/schema.yaml"

Index information
The GET /soml/info endpoint is used to return information about existing indexes in Elasticsearch.
This endpoint works only if there is a bound schema.
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Example cURL request:
curl --location -X GET 'http://localhost:9980/soml/info'

5.2 Service Configurations
search.storage.location
Description: Specifies the location where the service will store data related to the active
schema. Usually, this is a configuration properties file.
Default value: data
spring.elasticsearch.rest.uris
Description: Specifies the addresses of Elasticsearch instances to connect to. A
comma-separated list.
Default value: http://localhost:9200
application.name
Description: Specifies the service name. It must be unique among the deployed Semantic
Services. If two or more service instances have the same name (horizontal scaling), they will use
the same bound schema. If not defined, the value of spring.application.name will be used
if defined.
Default value: none
Note: The configuration is required when soml.storage.provider is set to rdf4j (default).
The provided Docker Compose files and Helm charts have example names.
application.scheme
Description: Defines the access HTTP schema to the service. Used to build an access URL
using the application.address or the default network address.
Default value: http
Possible values: http or https
application.address
Description: Specifies the service network address. Can be an IP address or a domain name. If
the address does not include a port, the one configured in application.port will be added. If
the address does not include an HTTP schema, the one defined in application.scheme will
be used.
Default value: none
application.port
Description: Specifies the bind port of the application. If not defined, the server.port will be
used. If it is not defined either, the Spring default 8080 will be used.
Default value: 8080
application.useNetworkAddressAsName
Description: Specifies if the network address should be used as application.name.
Default value: false
Possible values: true or false
Note: If enabled on an environment without stable network identifiers, some functionalities may
not work properly, e.g., the service may lose its bound schema.
task.default.retry.maxRetries
Description: Specifies the number of attempts the service should make to complete the startup
procedures.
This is valid only in case of network or dependency problems.
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Default value: 60
task.default.retry.initialDelay
Description: Specifies the initial delay (in milliseconds) that the service should make before
retrying to execute the startup procedures.
This is valid only in case of network or dependency problems. If the value is less than or equal to
0, the component will not wait.
Default value: 0
task.default.retry.delay
Description: Specifies the delay (in milliseconds) that the service should make before retrying to
execute the startup procedures.
This is valid only in case of network or dependency problems. If the value is less than or equal to
0, the component will not wait between retries.
Default value: 10000
soml.storage.provider
Description: Specifies the storage provider to be used for SOML schema management.
Default value: rdf4j
Possible values:
rdf4j: RDF4J-compatible repository. Configurations applicable for this mode are prefixed
with soml.storage.rdf4j.
mongodb: MongoDB-based repository. Configurations applicable for this mode are
prefixed with soml.storage.mongodb.
in-memory: Transient, in-memory based repository. After service restart, the internal state
is lost and needs to be reinitialized.
soml.storage.rdf4j.address
Description: Specifies the address of the RDF4J-compatible server to be used by Semantic
Search to access the stored SOML schemas. If multi-master topology is used, multiple
addresses can be configured for the corresponding masters in the cluster deployment, commaor semicolon-separated.
Note: With multi-master topology, we recommend that the main master is first in the list of addresses. See more about GraphDB Cluster Mode.
soml.storage.rdf4j.repository
Description: The name of the repository to be used for schema management.
Default value: otp-system
Note: If the configured repository does not exist, the Semantic Objects will try to create it unless
disabled by soml.storage.rdf4j.autoCreateRepository.
Also, note that the provided Helm charts include provisioning of the system repository with the
default name.
soml.storage.rdf4j.username
Description: Specifies the username to be used for authentication in GraphDB.
soml.storage.rdf4j.credentials
Description: Specifies the credentials to be used for authentication in GraphDB.
soml.storage.rdf4j.maxConcurrentConnections
Description: Specifies the maximum HTTP connections per route to a single GraphDB instance.

5.2. Service Configurations
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Default value: 500
soml.storage.rdf4j.connectionRequestTimeout
Description: Specifies the timeout (in milliseconds) used when requesting a connection from the
connection manager. A timeout value of 0 is interpreted as an infinite timeout.
Default value: 10000
soml.storage.rdf4j.connectTimeout
Description: Specifies the timeout (in milliseconds) until a connection is established. A timeout
value of 0 is interpreted as an infinite timeout.
Default value: 10000
soml.storage.rdf4j.socketTimeout
Description: Specifies the socket timeout (in milliseconds), which is the timeout for waiting for
data.
This also controls how long to wait for a query to retrieve results from the database.
A timeout value of 0 is interpreted as an infinite timeout.
Default value: 0
soml.storage.rdf4j.retryHttpCodes
Description: Specifies on which HTTP codes to retry the request. Supports a list of HTTP codes
or ranges, comma- or semicolon-separated.
The code range can be defined in the form of 5xx (500-599) or 50x (500-509). Example: 404,
5xx
Default value: 503
soml.storage.rdf4j.maxRetries
Description: Specifies the number of request retries in case of service unavailability. Setting this
to 0 will disable retries entirely.
Retrying will occur only if the HTTP response code matches the one defined in
retryHttpCodes.
Default value: 1
soml.storage.rdf4j.retryInterval
Description: Specifies how long to wait before trying another request (in milliseconds) in case of
service unavailability.
Default value: 2000
soml.storage.rdf4j.healthCheckTimeout
Description: Allows overriding the connectionRequestTimeout, connectTimeout, and
socketTimeout configurations during the health check requests.
Default value: 5000
soml.storage.rdf4j.cluster.unavailableReadTimeout
Description: Specifies how long (in milliseconds) to wait for a query to evaluate without errors
before failing it. In other words, this is the maximum time a request can take in case of
communication problems.
The configuration overrides the -Dtimeout.read.request parameter of the GraphDB Client
Failover Utility.
Default value: 60000
soml.storage.rdf4j.cluster.unavailableWriteTimeout
Description: Specifies how long (in milliseconds), to wait for an update to evaluate without
errors before failing it. In other words, this is the maximum time a request can take in case of
communication problems.
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The configuration overrides the -Dtimeout.write.request parameter of the GraphDB Client
Failover Utility.
Default value: 60000
soml.storage.rdf4j.cluster.scanFailedInterval
Description: Specifies how often (in milliseconds) to check for the master’s availability.
The configuration overrides the -Dscan.failed.interval parameter of the GraphDB Client
Failover Utility.
Default value: 15000
soml.storage.rdf4j.cluster.retryOnHttp4xx
Description: Specifies if requests should be retried on HTTP 4xx (e.g., 404: Not found in
case of missing repository).
The configuration overrides the -Dretry-on-4xx parameter of the GraphDB Client Failover
Utility.
Default value: true
soml.storage.rdf4j.cluster.retryOnHttp5xx
Description: Specifies if requests should be retried on HTTP 5xx (e.g., 503: Unavailable in
case the master cannot handle requests at the moment)
The configuration overrides the -Dretry-on-503 parameter of the GraphDB Client Failover
Utility.
Default value: true
soml.storage.rdf4j.cluster.forceClusterClient
Description: Enables the use of the GraphDB Client Failover Utility.
Default value: false
Note: Enabled by default if multiple addresses are defined in soml.storage.rdf4j.address.
soml.storage.migration.enabled
Description: Enables the migration of the stored schemas from one schema provider to another.
Default value: false
soml.storage.migration.source
Description: Defines the origin of the data to copy from.
Default value: none
Possible values: mongodb or rdf4j
soml.storage.migration.destination
Description: Defines the destination of the migration.
Default value: ${soml.storage.provider}
Possible values: rdf4j or mongodb
soml.storage.migration.forceStoreUpdate
Description: Forces migration regardless of the destination state:
- If cleanBeforeMigration is set to true, the store contents will be removed entirely.
- If cleanBeforeMigration is set to false, any existing schema with the same ID will
be overridden.
Default value: false
soml.storage.migration.cleanBeforeMigration
Description: Performs clean migration by removing all data from the destination store.

5.2. Service Configurations
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- for rdf4j, it drops the named graph used to store the schemas
(http://www.ontotext.com/semantic-object#store).
- for mongodb, it performs multi-document delete having a property with key @yaml.
Default value: false
soml.storage.migration.somlMigration
Description: Enables or disables SOML migration. If disabled, only the bound schema
will be migrated.
Default value: false
Note:
This configuration will only have an effect if soml.storage.migration.
forceStoreUpdate is set to true.
soml.storage.migration.cleanOnComplete
Description: Specifies if the originating store should be cleaned upon successful migration. This
means that all of the data is copied to the destination without errors.
Default value: false
soml.storage.migration.async
Description: Controls whether the migration happens asynchronously to the application boot
process.
Default value: false
Possible values:
true: Any errors during the migration will be reported in the log and the application will not
be stopped.
false: In case of errors during the migration, the service will be stopped.
soml.storage.migration.retries
Description: Specifies the number of times to try to perform the migration when encountering
errors.
Default value: 3
soml.storage.migration.delay
Description: Specifies how long to wait before retrying to perform the migration in case of an
error.
Default value: 10000
sparql.endpoint.cluster.forceConnection
Description: Specifies if a remote connection should be established even if the remote
repository does not exist. Consequent requests will be retried until a repository is present or
within the configured timeouts.
If disabled, the requests will fail immediately until the configured repository is created.
Default value: false
Note: Applicable only if the GraphDB Client Failover Utility is enabled.

Warning: If enabled, this will disable the automatic repository creation.
soml.storage.rdf4j.autoCreateRepository
Description: Enables or disables the automatic repository creation. If the configured repository
already exists, this configuration will not have any effect.
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Default value: true
Note: The application will try the following steps in order to create a repository on the configured
endpoint address:
1. A repository with provided
repositoryConfig.

custom

configuration

via

soml.storage.rdf4j.

2. A GraphDB cluster worker repository (for GraphDB Standard and Enterprise deployments).
3. A GraphDB Free repository instance (for GraphDB Free deployment).
4. Generic Sail in-memory repository as a last option.

Note: Steps 2 to 4 are skipped if soml.storage.rdf4j.repositoryConfig is set. They
can be enabled by explicitly setting the soml.storage.rdf4j.disableDefault to false.
soml.storage.rdf4j.repositoryConfig
Description: Allows а custom user-provided repository template from the local file system.
The repository name must match the one defined in soml.storage.rdf4j.repository, or
can be defined as "%id%" and will be automatically filled during the create process.
soml.storage.rdf4j.disableDefault
Description: Allows the disabling of the internal default templates. Will fail if the user-provided
template does not succeed.
Default value:
False if soml.storage.rdf4j.repositoryConfig is not provided.
True if soml.storage.rdf4j.repositoryConfig is provided.
Note: These defaults do not apply if this configuration has an explicitly set value.

Warning: In Ontotext Semantic Services version 3.5 MongoDB is deprecated and will be removed
in a future version.
search.soml.storage.mongodb.endpoint
Description: Specifies the address of the MongoDB storage where the SOML documents are
stored.
Default value: mongodb://localhost:27017
search.soml.storage.mongodb.database
Description: Specifies the database name that should be used to store the SOML documents.
Default value: soaas
search.soml.storage.mongodb.collection
Description: Specifies the collection name that should be used to store the SOML documents.
MongoDB collections are analogous to tables in relational databases.
Default value: soml
search.soml.storage.mongodb.connectionTimeout
Description: The time (in milliseconds) to attempt a connection before timing out.
Default value: 5000
search.soml.storage.mongodb.readTimeout
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Description: The time (in milliseconds) to attempt to read for a connection before timing out.
Default value: 5000
search.soml.storage.mongodb.readConcern
Description: The Mongo client read concern configuration. For more information, see the
Mongo documentation on Read Isolation (Read Concern).
Default value: majority
Possible values: default (Mongo default), local, majority (Semantic Search default),
linearizable, snapshot, available
search.soml.storage.mongodb.writeConcern
Description: The Mongo client write concern configuration. For more information, see the
Mongo documentation on Write Acknowledgement (Write Concern).
Default value: majority
Possible values: acknowledged (Mongo default), w1, w2, w3, unacknowledged,
journaled, majority (Semantic Search default), tag-name or in the form
w=tag-name/server-number, [wtimeout=timeout]. Example: w=2, wtimeout=1000.
search.soml.storage.mongodb.applicationName
Description: Assigns an application name that will be displayed in the Mongo logs.
Default value: search
soml.storage.mongodb.serverSelectionTimeout
Description: Specifies the time (in milliseconds) to block for server selection before throwing an
exception.
Default value: 5000
logging.level.com.ontotext.platform.search
Description: Specifies the console log level for the Semantic Search.
Default value: INFO
graphdql.federation.enabled
Description: Specifies if the Semantic Search will be used in federation mode.
Default value: false
security.enabled
Description: Specifies whether the security part of the Semantic Search should be enabled. In
production, this configuration should be provided as an environment variable. In development
mode, it is safe to pass and use it as an application property.
Default value: true
security.secret
Description: Specifies the public signing key that can be used to decode JSON Web Tokens
(JWT). Valid JWTs are required on all Search requests when security.enabled=true.
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5.3 Health Checks Configurations
search.healthcheck.somlSeverity
Description: Allows overriding of the severity for the SOML check in the Semantic Search health
check. The value from the configuration will be returned when there is no SOML schema in the
schema store or when there is no schema bound to the service.
Default value: MEDIUM
Possible values: LOW, MEDIUM, or HIGH
search.healthcheck.elasticSeverity
Description: Allows overriding of the severity for the Elasticsearch check in the Semantic
Search health check. The value from the configuration will be returned when the service is
unable to connect to the Elasticsearch instance.
Default value: MEDIUM
Possible values: LOW, MEDIUM, or HIGH
search.healthcheck.unavailableSeverity
Description: Allows overriding of the severity for the Semantic Search health check. The value
from the configuration will be returned when there is an internal problem with the service and the
health check fails to execute successfully.
Default value: HIGH
Possible values: LOW, MEDIUM, or HIGH
indexing.healthcheck.somlSeverity
Description: Allows overriding of the severity for the SOML check in the Elasticsearch indexes
service health check. The value from the configuration will be returned when there is no SOML in
the schema store or when there is no schema bound to the service.
Default value: MEDIUM
Possible values: LOW, MEDIUM, or HIGH
indexing.healthcheck.indexesSeverity
Description: Allows overriding of the severity for the search indexes health check. The value
from the configuration will be returned when there is a problem with some/all indexes in the
Elasticsearch instance.
Default value: MEDIUM
Possible values: LOW, MEDIUM, or HIGH
indexing.healthcheck.unavailableSeverity
Description: Allows overriding of the severity for the Elasticsearch indexes service health check.
The value from the configuration will be returned when the Semantic Search is unable to connect
to the Elasticsearch instance or there is an internal problem with the service and the health check
fails to execute successfully.
Default value: HIGH
Possible values: LOW, MEDIUM, or HIGH

5.3. Health Checks Configurations
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5.4 Elasticsearch Configuration
elasticsearch.indexingEnabled
Description: Enables Elasticsearch indexing.
Default value: false
elasticsearch.host
Description: Specifies the address of the Elasticsearch instance for the Semantic Objects and
GraphDB to connect to.
Accepts multiple hosts, comma- or semicolon-separated.
Default value: n/a
elasticsearch.externalHost
Description: Specifies the address of the Elasticsearch instance for the Semantic Objects to
connect to. If not specified, the value of elasticsearch.host will be used. Useful only if the
Semantic Objects and GraphDB are in different networks.
Accepts multiple hosts, comma- or semicolon-separated.
Default value: elasticsearch.host
elasticsearch.indexCreateSettings
Description: Index settings to be used directly when creating the Elasticsearch indexes.
Default value: n/a
elasticsearch.connectorCreateSettings
Description: GraphDB Elasticsearch Connector creation parameters to be used for the
Connector instances.
Default value: n/a
elasticsearch.accessTimeout
Description: A timeout (in milliseconds) to try to connect to the Elasticsearch service. The
configuration controls the time to acquire a connection from the connection pool and the time to
try to connect to the remote service.
Default value: 2000
Possible values:
-1 or 0: wait indefinitely.
Positive integer value
elasticsearch.healthcheckSeverity
Description: Defines the severity to be reported by the Elasticsearch health check if the service
is not properly configured or accessible.
Default value: HIGH
Possible values: LOW, MEDIUM, HIGH
elasticsearch.healthCheckTimeout
Description: Defines the timeout (in milliseconds) of the requests to check if the Elasticsearch
service is accessible during health check.
Default value: 3000
Possible values: Positive integer value
elasticsearch.removePrevious
Description: Determines if all old otp-* connectors should be removed when deploying a new
schema. If disabled, connectors with the same names between schemas will be dropped only
when their configurations are different from the one being deployed. This will effectively protect
already existing indexes between schemas if they have identical structures. If enabled, the
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connector configurations will not be considered and connectors will always be recreated.
Disabled by default.
Default value: false
elasticsearch.ignoreMalformed
Description: Allows ignoring of malformed data when indexing in Elasticsearch. If set to false,
invalid data will prevent a SOML schema from being bound.
Default value: true
search.maxNestingLevel
Description: Specifies the maximum allowed value defined in search.type.nestingLevel
configurations in SOML objects and property definitions.
Default value: 5
Possible values: Positive integer value
With a complex SOML schema and a large amount of data, it is easy to start hitting the Elasticsearch
default limits. So setting the following properties to larger values may be needed:
elasticsearch.indexCreateSettings.index.mapping.nested_objects.limit: 10000
elasticsearch.indexCreateSettings.index.mapping.nested_fields.limit: 50
elasticsearch.indexCreateSettings.index.mapping.total_fields.limit: 1000

Note: If your SOML schema creates indexes that are too big, increasing the Elasticsearch limits is not
always a solution, as this will affect the performance. Reducing the index scope to only the mandatory
data is always advisable.

5.5 Security
The security part of the Semantic Search works and is implemented in the same way as the security of
the Semantic Objects. To enable the security of the service, you need to use two configurations:
• security.enabled: enables/disables the functionality
• security.secret: provides a public signing key that can be used to decode JSON Web Tokens
(JWT)
Important: When configuring the secrets for the different services, make sure that the Semantic Objects
and the Semantic Search have the same secret when the Workbench is included in the deployment.
When Search security is enabled, all requests that are made to it must include a valid JWT passed as
Authorization: Bearer <token> header. Requests that do not follow this rule will be rejected with
response status Unauthorized 401. A valid JWT can be acquired from FusionAuth after executing
a request to the exposed REST endpoint /api/login with user credentials.
For more information about the authentication and authorization processes, see https://platform.ontotext.
com/semantic-objects/auth/index.html.
Warning: The RBAC part of the security of the Semantic Search is not implemented for the 3.5
version of the Ontotext Semantic Services, which means that the results from the search queries will
not be filtered based on the client roles. This functionality will be implemented in future releases.
The public resources that are accessible without providing a token are the /__health, /__gtg, /
__trouble, and /__about endpoints.

5.5. Security
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5.6 Handling of dateTime Properties
Due to the way Elasticsearch handles dateTime properties, they are all returned in UTC.
The Semantic Search expects dates to be filtered as value: "2016-06-23T09:07:21Z". Dates
such as value: "2016-06-23T09:07:21" or value: "2016-06-23T09:07:21.000” are not
accepted.
A date stored in GraphDB as "2001-10-26T21:32:52+02:00"^^xsd:dateTime will be returned
as "2001-10-26T19:32:52.000Z".

5.7 Semantic Services Gateway
The Ontotext Semantic Services use Kong as an API gateway. It performs service routing, JWT token
validation, throttling, and more. The goal is for all Semantic Services and applications, including the
Semantic Search, to be placed behind an API gateway.
See how to use the Gateway in the Semantic Objects documentation.
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CHAPTER

SIX

WORKBENCH

What’s in this document?
• Overview
• Set up License
• Upload Schema
• GraphQL
• Search Types
– Full-text Search
– Concept Search
– Drill-down (Faceted) Search

* Administration

6.1 Overview
The Workbench is the web-based administration interface to the Ontotext Semantic Services. Its layout
consists of two main areas. The navigation area on the left-hand side of the screen contains a menu
with its main functionalities: Schemas, Playground, Monitoring, GraphQL, Search, and Documentation.
The work area shows the tasks associated with the selected functionality.

The Workbench provides a search user interface where you can execute various types of search queries
against the configured Semantic Search.
The search field offers auto-suggest. Select or hit Enter on the preferred suggestion, and Enter/click
Search to see the results.
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You can navigate through search result pages, and also change the page size via the drop-down list on
the top right.

6.2 Set up License
In order to be able to use the Semantic Search Workbench, you first need to set up a license for the
Semantic Objects. See how to do it here.

6.3 Upload Schema
To perform searches against the data, you first need to upload a schema in the Semantic Objects. See
how to do it here.

6.4 GraphQL
The Workbench integrates the GraphiQL in-browser tool for writing, validating, and testing GraphQL
queries. In it, you can:
• perform GraphQL queries and mutations for the SOML schema currently active in the Semantic
Search or the Semantic Objects
• switch between available GraphQL endpoints: Semantic Search or Semantic Objects
• see the query response or errors
• see previously executed queries
• explore the active GraphQL SDL (schema definition language)
Type your query in the left side of the screen, and you will see intelligent typeaheads aware of the current
GraphQL type schema and live syntax and validation errors highlighted within the text.
The GraphiQL Explorer plugin, which is integrated in the tool, enables you to construct correct GraphQL
queries and mutations faster and more easily. Clicking the Explorer button will open a panel on the left
where you can explore and construct queries/mutations.
See more about it in the official GraphiQL Explorer documentation, as well as in this OneGraph blog
post on the subject.
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6.5 Search Types
6.5.1 Full-text Search
The entered text will be matched against all text and keyword fields declared as searchable in the SOML
schema.

6.5. Search Types
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6.5.2 Concept Search
Suggests relevant objects (concepts) from which you can select and execute a search.

6.5.3 Drill-down (Faceted) Search
With the facet filters on the left, you can refine the search results by filtering them by facet (e.g., type,
releaseDate, boxOffice, episodeId, and so on). Click on a filter to expand it, and hover over a
facet to see its full name. The number on the right shows how many objects match each facet.

• Select a facet to filter your search results. To unselect it, click the close icon next to its
name:
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• Select multiple facets:

Click on an object from the returned results to view details about it in the panel that opens on the right.

The same applies if you want to further explore the objects in the displayed details. For example, to find
out more about the character “Lando Calrissian”, click on it. This will open it in a new tab.

6.5. Search Types
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Note: In terms of dateTime properties handling, the search needs to be made with precise value with
timezone: 2016-06-23T09:07:22Z.

Administration
The Workbench application reads the following Semantic Search-specific configuration from the environment:
• SEARCH_ENDPOINT: URL to the Search Service. This should be configured only if the service is
deployed. When the Semantic Search is configured, the Workbench will execute SOML validation
in that service too. Default value is undefined.
See more about the Workbench configurations here.
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CHAPTER

SEVEN

SEMANTIC OBJECT MODELING

What’s in this document?
• Introduction
• Search Configuration
– SOML Global Search Configuration
– Defining an Object as Searchable

* Filtering
– Defining a Property as Searchable
– Defining an Object as Nested in Parent Index
• Configuring Elasticsearch Analyzer
– Default Analyzers
– Setting a Non-default Analyzer

* SOML Level Configuration
* Object Level Configuration
* Property Level Configuration
* Property Lang Level Configuration
– Analyzer Inheritance
– LangString Analyzers
• Object Properties
– Nesting Level
– Determine Which Properties Will Get Indexed
• Validation
• SOML To Elasticsearch Type Mapping
– Literals mapping
– Object Properties Mapping
– Explicit Elasticsearch Type (Type Overriding)

* Constraints
• Administration
– SOML Management

* Bind
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* Unbind
* Validate
* Info
* Status
• Federation
– Backwards Compatibility

* Running Apollo Federation on a Non-federated Semantic Search

7.1 Introduction
The Semantic Search extends the Semantic Objects by introducing easy to configure and use full text
indexing capabilities over RDF data. This is done by simplifying the GraphDB Connector management
for Elasticsearch, allowing you to index data and perform Elasticsearch queries over the GraphQL protocol. Both the Semantic Objects and the Semantic Search use the Semantic Object Modeling Language
(SOML) as a common configuration language.
In this section, we will see how to configure the SOML for Elasticsearch indexing.
See more about SOML here.

7.2 Search Configuration
To simplify and expose the majority of the functionalities, configurations, and options provided by Elasticsearch, SOML defines its own search configuration (or model). This model can be placed in the global
SOML configuration, object level, or properties. This allows you to define the structure of the searchable
data, giving you freedom to configure it in ways that best fit your needs.
Here is an example of the search configuration with all configurable fields:
search:
index: true
analysis:
analyzer: standard
lang:
bg:
analyzer: standard
en:
analyzer: standard
....

• index: the main field that shows whether the object or the property is searchable or not. The
allowed values for the field are true or false (yes or no are also acceptable). If this field is set
to false, the object or the property is considered not searchable and all other fields in the search
configuration are ignored.
• analysis: provides a way to define the way in which unstructured text should be handled in
Elasticsearch. The description of this configuration field is parsed and translated when the type
mapping between SOML and Elasticsearch is created. For more information on how it should be
configured, what values are allowed, etc., check the analyzer-related sections.
All objects and properties are considered not searchable by default, until they are marked as searchable. Only user-defined objects can be searchable. All internal and system objects are ignored during
execution of the search-related processes.
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7.2.1 SOML Global Search Configuration
SOML allows defining of the search configuration on schema level. Its purpose is to provide default
values for fields that are not specified in the configuration of the objects and/or properties. The definition
on schema level can be used as global search configuration for all defined objects and properties. When
the Semantic Objects process the SOML and parse the objects and properties definitions, they attempt
to retrieve any missing or undefined search configuration field from the global definition, if such is
defined. The inheritance and merging processes are described in the sections below.
Simple example of the search configuration on schema level is as follows:
id: /soml/example
creator: http://ontotext.com
created: 2020-12-01
config:
search:
analysis:
analyzer: keyword

The configuration defines the analysis section, which will be used as default for all text properties
marked as searchable, but do not define their own analysis. It will simply be used as a common fallback
for text properties that do not have their own configuration. All of them will behave in the same way and
will have the same analyzer applied to them.
The requirement for configuration on global level is that, if analyzer is not defined in the type mapping
for a specific text property, Elasticsearch will generate one for it, but the client will have no information
about it until the actual data is inserted. Furthermore, for most users, it is not necessary to have in-depth
knowledge of Elasticsearch, as their focus will mainly be on the SOML that they are constructing.
Note: If the analysis section is not defined on schema level and you have text fields without an
analyzer set, then standard analyzer will be used by default.

7.2.2 Defining an Object as Searchable
To make an object searchable, its definition should be simply extended with search configuration as
shown in the example below:
Human:
prefix: "human/"
descr: "A Homo Sapiens"
inherits: Character
# this is search configuration on object level. It marks the object and its␣
,→properties as searchable
search:
index: true
props:
mass: {descr: "Mass in kilograms", range: decimal}

Following the example above, Human is marked as a searchable object, which means that all of its
properties will also be searchable. In this case, the specific property mass and all inherited properties
from Character will become searchable.
When SOML is bound to the Semantic Objects and contains searchable objects, an Elasticsearch index
is created for each object. The index name is formed from the name of the object. It is transformed to
lower case characters due to specific name conventions in Elasticsearch, which do not allow the use of
the name as it is. Additionally, the service will add a prefix otp-. The main reason for adding it is easy
recognition and processing of automatically generated indexes. Using the object from the example
above, the generated index for it will be named otp-human. If the object was called, for example,
FilmRelease, its index will be otp-filmrelease, and so on.
7.2. Search Configuration
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The configuration of the object properties will be used to generate type mapping for that index. If a
property is explicitly set as not searchable (index field value is no), it will be excluded from the mapping
and from data synchronization processes.
Note: Properties can be set as not searchable only if they are not inherited from a parent object that
has been marked as searchable.

Filtering
Filters control what objects are being indexed in object level search configuration. For example:
Human:
inherits: Character
search:
index: true
filter: '{homeworld: {name: {RE: "Tatooine"}}}'

This configuration will index only Human-s from Tatooine. All other Humans-s will be ignored.
The filters follow the regular filter syntax used for queries. However, there are still some minor differences
between the two. This is because the Search filters are not evaluated in SPARQL but as GraphDB
connector entityFilter-s, which are less expressive.
• Multiple checks on a nested object
In a GraphQL query, there is a difference between the following queries:
Query 1:
query {
planet (where: {AND: [{resident: {name: {EQ: "BB8"}}}, {resident:
,→{height: {EQ: "66.0"}}}]}) {
id
resident {
name
height
}
}
}

and
Query 2:
query {
planet (where: {resident: {AND: [{name: {EQ: "BB8"}}, {height: {EQ:
,→"66.0"}}]}}) {
id
resident {
name
height
}
}
}

The first one will match even if the conditions for name and height are met by 2 different
residents. The second query will look for a single resident that matches both conditions
(and if such does not exist, it will not return any results).
If the same filters are used in the Search configuration, both will be evaluated as Filter
1 and will return results.
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7.2.3 Defining a Property as Searchable
The search configuration can also be applied on property level to explicitly configure a specific behavior.
The configuration has the same structure as that for objects.
It allows you to fine-tune how the specific property is handled in Elasticsearch, enabling you to set
different analyzers for a property present in different objects, if the property definition comes from a
parent object or a schema properties section.
When a property has no search configuration defined, but the object that it belongs to has one, the configuration from the object is used as configuration for the property as well. This is standard behavior for
the objects and their properties so that objects can be marked as searchable with all of their properties.
To better understand how the search configuration is handled on different levels and how it is transferred
or merged from different objects and properties, let’s have a look at the following SOML snippet:
id: /soml/example
creator: http://ontotext.com
created: 2019-06-15
updated: 2019-06-16
config:
search:
analysis:
analyzer: standard
prefixes:
so: "http://www.ontotext.com/semantic-object/"
dct: "http://purl.org/dc/terms/"
gn: "http://www.geonames.org/ontology#"
owl: "http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
rdf: "http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
rdfs: "http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
skos: "http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#"
void: "http://rdfs.org/ns/void#"
wgs84: "http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#"
xsd: "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"
specialPrefixes:
base_iri: https://starwars.org/resource/
vocab_iri: https://starwars.org/vocabulary/
vocab_prefix: voc
properties:
height: {descr: "Height in metres", range: decimal, search: {index: false}}
mass: {descr: "Mass in kilograms", range: decimal}
desc: {label: "Description", range: langString, search: {analysis: {lang: {en:
,→{analyzer: english}}}}}
additionalInfo: {descr: "Additional information", range: string, search: {index:␣
,→true}}
objects:
Character:
kind: abstract
descr: "A character in a film"
name: voc:name
typeProp: "rdf:type"
props:
voc:name: {min: 1}
desc: {}
friend: {descr: "Character's friend", max: inf, range: Character}
mass: {search: {index: true}}
(continues on next page)
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Droid:
prefix: "droid/"
descr: "A droid/robot with Artificial Intelligence"
inherits: Character
search:
index: true
props:
primaryFunction: {label: "primary function", descr: "e.g translator, cargo",␣
,→min: 1, nonNullable: true}
height: {descr: "Droid height in metres", search: {index: true}}
Human:
prefix: "human/"
descr: "A Homo Sapiens"
inherits: Character
search:
index: true
props:
height: {}
mass: {descr: "Mass in kilograms", range: decimal}
additionalInfo: {}

Starting from the top, we have global search configuration for analyzer of text properties. This means
that every text property that does not have analyzer defined either in their configuration or inherited
from the object configuration, will have their index analyzer set to standard. In our example, the
object Human uses the common property additionalInfo, which does not override the analysis
configuration, and the analyzer information will be retrieved from the global configuration.
Now let’s have a closer look at Character, which is an abstract type and is inherited from the rest of
the objects in the example. There is no search configuration on object level for Character, which
means that it is not a searchable object and the system will not generate an index for it. Although the
property mass is defined as searchable, it will be ignored because there is no index in which to store the
data for it.
Looking at the Droid object, we can see that it is a searchable object, but it does not define any additional
information about the analyzers of the text fields. It also inherits the Character object, which means
that all properties that are defined within the parent will be applicable for the Droid as well. Additionally,
the object uses height, which comes from the common property section, but its search configuration
needs to be overridden in order to make the property searchable. Another property which demonstrates
the inheritance behavior is desc. It is defined in the common property section, defined in Character,
which transfers it to Droid. It defines its own search configuration with analyzer definition for en
language, but its index field is not described. In this case, the index field is merged from the object
configuration, which in this case is index: true, which will make the property searchable for Droid
objects.
To see another interesting point in the properties inheritance and the search configuration merging
mechanism, let’s check the Human definition. It is a searchable object, but not all of its properties are
searchable. In this case, the height property will not be indexed because it is explicitly defined as
not searchable in the common properties section. Therefore, it will not be overridden by the Human
search configuration. The additionalInfo property of the Human object is searchable, but it has no
analysis definition, so it will use the one from the global definition. All of the inputted values for it will
be analyzed with the standard analyzer.
Warning: Due of limitations in the GraphQL schema generation, overriding of properties that are
explicitly set as searchable (index: true) in the parent object is not allowed. Such cases will be
detected and reported as an error when the SOML schema is validated.
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7.2.4 Defining an Object as Nested in Parent Index
By default, the index of an abstract object will contain only the properties of that object. For example:
objects:
Character:
kind: abstract
search:
index: true
props:
eyeColor:
Human:
inherits: Character
props:
mass: { search: {index: true }}

The Character index will contain only the properties eyeColor and type (coming from Object).
This means that although all Humans will be indexed in otp-character, their mass property will not
be part of the index.
We can control this behavior using the nested setting of the search configuration. Its value is false
by default, and it is not inherited.
By defining an object as nested, we include its searchable properties in its parents’ indexes. Example:
objects:
Character:
kind: abstract
search:
index: true
props:
eyeColor:
eyeColor:
Human:
inherits: Character
search:
nested: true
props:
mass: { search: {index: true }}

Notice that we have added nested: true to the Human object. This means that all Human objects
in the otp-character index will have their mass indexed as well. However, this does not mean that
Human will have its own index.
In Elasticsearch, the mappings for the nested properties are prefixed with the concrete object name. So
for the example above, the mapping in Elasticsearch will be Human_mass.
As already mentioned, only the searchable properties of an object are included in the parent’s index. By
default, all properties of searchable objects are searchable, and all properties of objects that are nonsearchable are non-searchable. In the example above, Human object is nested: true but effectively
index: false, so all its properties are non-searchable by default. In order to nest the mass property
in the parent index, we need to explicitly set it as mass: { search: {index: true }}.
In the next example, Human is not only nested but also searchable, so all its properties are searchable
by default. With the following configuration, only eyeColor and Human_mass will be included in otpcharacter, as cybernetics is explicitly set to index: false:
Character:
kind: abstract
search:
index: true
props:
eyeColor:
(continues on next page)
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Human:
inherits: Character
search:
index: true
nested: true
props:
mass:
cybernetics: {search: {index: false}}

Also note that, for an object’s properties to be included in a parent’s index, all objects in the hierarchy
between the parent and the child have to be marked as nested: true. For example, in the configuration below, Human_mass will not be included in the HasWikidataLink index, because Character
is not set to nested: true and Character is the link between HasWikidataLink and Human:
HasWikidataLink:
kind: abstract
search:
index: true
Character:
kind: abstract
inherits: HasWikidataLink
search:
index: true
props:
eyeColor:
Human:
inherits: Character
search:
nested: true
props:
mass: { search: {index: true }}

7.3 Configuring Elasticsearch Analyzer
To make text structured and searchable, Elasticsearch performs a process called text analysis. One of
the most important parts of this process is configuring a text analyzer.
The Semantic Objects allow each indexed text property to use a different analyzer. Both the Elasticsearch built-in analyzers and custom ones can be used.

7.3.1 Default Analyzers
The default analyzer for all string properties is standard, while the default analyzer for all
langString and stringOrLangString properties depends on their language.
By default, each lang determined by the lang.validate configuration for a given property will use the
correct Language Analyzer, if one exists.
The valid languages are determined by the lang configuration of the property. For example:
Human:
props:
desc: {range: langString, lang: {validate: "en,fr"}}
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This means that Human.desc has two valid languages: en and fr. Therefore, two separate properties
will be created in Elasticsearch for the two languages.
Note that if the lang is not recognized or there is no language analyzer for it, it will default to the standard
analyzer.
Example:
Human:
props:
desc: {range: langString, lang: {validate: "an"}}

As there is no built-in language analyzer for Aragonese in Elasticsearch, the default analyzer for the
property will still be standard.

7.3.2 Setting a Non-default Analyzer
Setting a non-default analyzer can be performed on four levels:
• SOML level
• Object level
• Property level
• Property lang level (for langString and stringOrLangString properties)
SOML Level Configuration
A non-default analyzer for all properties can be configured on SOML level. This is done in the config
section of the SOML:
config:
search:
analysis:
analyzer: stop

This will set the stop analyzer for all text properties.
Human:
props:
desc: {range: langString, lang: {validate: "en,fr"}}
lastname: {range: string}

In the example above, both lastname and desc will use the stop analyzer for indexing.
Object Level Configuration
A non-default analyzer can be set on object level as well. It will take precedence over the SOML configured analyzer. For example:
Human:
search:
index: true
analysis:
analyzer: keyword
props:
desc: {range: langString, lang: {validate: "en,fr"}}
lastname: {range: string}
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Similarly to the SOML level configuration, this will make both desc and lastname use the keyword
analyzer.
Property Level Configuration
An analyzer can also be set directly on property level. Example:
Human:
search:
index: true
props:
desc: {range: langString, lang: {validate: "en,fr"}, search: {analysis:
,→{analyzer: keyword}}}
lastname: {range: string, search: {analysis: {analyzer: keyword}}}

Again, both desc and lastname will use the keyword analyzer when indexing.
Property Lang Level Configuration
The last and most specific level of configuration is that on lang level. It is applicable only for the
langString and stringOrLangString properties. If you try to make such a configuration on a
string property, this will result in an error.
Example configuration:
Human:
search:
index: true
props:
desc: {range: langString, search: {analysis: {lang: {fr: {analyzer: keyword}}}}
,→}

This will index all values with lang fr with the keyword analyzer instead of the default french one.

7.3.3 Analyzer Inheritance
The order in which the analyzers are applied is:
• Default value (either standard or an existing language analyzer for lang properties)
• SOML level configuration
• Object level configuration
• Property level configuration
• Property lang level configuration
Note that the lang properties will use their default values (the built-in language analyzer-s) only
when there is no explicit configuration for an analyzer on any of the upper levels.
The analyzers are also inherited from parent classes. So in the following case:
objects:
Character:
kind: abstract
search:
analysis:
analyzer: keyword
Human:
inherits: Character
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Human will use the keyword as its analyzer.

7.3.4 LangString Analyzers
LangString analyzers have some specifics that should be noted.
In Elasticsearch, a separate property is created for each valid language that uses a specific analyzer.
The valid languages are a combination of:
• The explicitly set languages in the search.analysis.lang configuration section
• The positive exact match languages set in the lang.validate section of the property
So for example for the following property:
desc: {range: langString, lang: {validate: "en"}, search: {analysis: {lang: {fr:
,→{analyzer: keyword}}}}}

We will create two separate properties in Elasticsearch: for en and fr languages. The en values will
be indexed with the default english analyzer, while the fr values will get indexed with the explicitly
set keyword analyzer. An example of the exact mapping that would be generated in Elasticsearch can
be found in the Literals mapping section.
Only exact match language codes use a language analyzer by default, as Elasticsearch does not support
wildcard language codes (e.g., en~, ~US, etc).
So if we have a property like this:
desc: {range: langString, lang: {validate: "en~,fr"}}

we will set a default french analyzer only for the fr language. All values that would normally match
the en~ wildcard (en-US, en-UK, etc.) will default to the standard analyzer.

7.4 Object Properties
We have already covered how to configure a property as searchable in order to include it in the Elasticsearch index. However, with object properties things are a bit more complex. Let’s take a look at the
following SWAPI hierarchy:
properties:
pilot:
kind: object
max: inf
range: Character
starship:
kind: object
max: inf
range: Starship
vehicle:
kind: object
max: inf
range: Vehicle
objects:
Character:
search: {index: true}
name: rdfs:label
props:
birthYear: {}
starship: {}
(continues on next page)
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vehicle: {}
Starship:
search: {index: true}
name: rdfs:label
props:
cargoCapacity: {}
pilot: {}
Vehicle:
search: {index: true}
name: rdfs:label
props:
crew: {}
pilot: {}

We can see that Character, Starship, and Vehicle are all searchable. We need to decide on what
depth we want to index the data, for example: are we going to index Character -> starship ->
cargoCapacity or even Character -> starship -> pilot -> birthYear property chains.
For a property to be indexed, it needs to meet one of the following criteria:
• Be one of the mandatory properties - id, __typename, and name for the Nameable Objects.
• The nesting level of the object containing the property should be above 0, and the property
should have search: {index: true}.

7.4.1 Nesting Level
The nesting level indicates the depth to which a certain Object property will get indexed. This setting is
not relevant for Scalar and Literal properties.
All properties have default nestingLevel of 0. A non-default value can be set in the search.type
section of a Property / Object / SOML. The value must always be in the range of [0, 5].
Example of configuring nestingLevel:
id: /soml/swapi
config:
search:
type:
nestingLevel: 1
objects:
Character:
search: {index: true, type: {nestingLevel: 0}}
name: rdfs:label
props:
starship: {search: {type: {nestingLevel: 2}}}
vehicle: {}
desc: {}
Starship:
search: {index: true}
name: rdfs:label
props:
pilot: {search: {type: {nestingLevel: 0}}}
Vehicle:
search: {index: true}
name: rdfs:label
props:
crew: {}
pilot: {search: {index: false}}

Inheriting the nestingLevels works as you would expect.
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• Character.vehicle will have nestingLevel: 0 inherited from the Character object.
• Character.starship has explicit nestingLevel:
value.

2, which overwrites the Character

• Vehicle.pilot will inherit nestingLevel: 1 from the SOML config section, although it will
not be indexed because of the index: false setting.
To understand how the indexing works, we need to have a look at the notion of effective nestingLevel. At the root level properties, the effective nestingLevel is the same as the nestingLevel. However, when traversing deeper in the object, the effective nestingLevel decrements
by 1 on each new step.
So for the Character index:
• Character.starship has effective nestingLevel: 2, Character.vehicle has effective nestingLevel: 0. These are the root level properties for the Character index, so
their effective nestingLevel is the same as the nestingLevel.
• Character.starship.pilot will have a effective nestingLevel: 1 (Character.
starship - 1), Character.vehicle.pilot has effective nestingLevel:
0
(Character.vehicle - 1).
• Character.starship.pilot.starship and Character.starship.pilot.vehicle will
have a effective nestingLevel: 0.
All properties deeper in the chain (e.g., Character.vehicle.pilot.starship or Character.
starship.pilot.vehicle.pilot) have negative effective nestingLevel and are therefore
excluded from indexing.
We notice that during indexing, only the nestingLevel configuration of the root object’s properties is
taken into account. This is why Character.starship.pilot has effective nestingLevel:
1, while in the Starship index Starship.pilot has nestingLevel: 0.

7.4.2 Determine Which Properties Will Get Indexed
As already mentioned, for a property to be indexed, it should either:
• Be one of the mandatory properties - id, __typename, and name for the Nameable objects.
• The nesting level of the object containing the property should be above 0, and the property
should have search: {index: true}.
So let’s have a look at the above example again.
• As Character is the root level object, it will have all its searchable properties indexed - id,
__typename, name, vehicle, starship, desc.
• Character.vehicle has effective nestingLevel: 0, meaning that only its mandatory
properties will get indexed - id, __typename, name.
• Character.starship has effective nestingLevel: 2, meaning that all its mandatory
or searchable fields will get indexed - id, __typename, name, pilot.
• Character.starship.pilot has effective nestingLevel: 1, so all mandatory fields
and starship, vehicle and desc will get indexed.
• Character.starship.pilot.vehicle will have only the mandatory fields and crew indexed
(Vehicle.pilot is not searchable)
• Character.starship.pilot.starship has effective nestingLevel: 0, so only its
mandatory fields will be indexed.
You can see that setting nestingLevel: 2 on Character.starship will cause the indexing to go
as deep as Character.starship.pilot.starship.id. If you have one-to-many properties in the
chain, you could see how this could easily dramatically increase the size of the documents and indices,
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which will result in a huge performance impact. If for example each Character has 10 Starships and
each Starship has 10 Pilots, in each document in the Character index we will have:
• 1 Character object
• 10 Character.starship objects
• 100 Character.starship.pilot objects
• 1000 Character.starship.pilot.starship objects
So it is always advisable to be careful when using the nestingLevel setting, especially when configured on SOML/Object level.

7.5 Validation
Several validations are done over the search configurations. Initially, when the SOML schema is uploaded/created, the configurations are checked for structure correctness and for whether the assigned
values of the different fields are allowed. When misconfiguration on some level is detected, the schema
will be rejected and a corresponding error message will be returned.
The second validation is performed during SOML schema binding in the Semantic Search. It consists
of dry generation of a GraphQL schema. If a problem is detected during this process, the schema will
not be bound to the Semantic Search and a corresponding error message will be returned.
Like the Semantic Objects, the Semantic Search exposes validation endpoint where you could validate
the schema before even creating and binding it to the Semantic Objects. Read more about the validation operation in the Administration section.
Additionally, the validation process will return warnings for any misconfiguration of the search for objects
and properties. For example, if some decimal property have been defined as searchable but there is no
scale factor set, the validators will detect this, fall back to the default scale factor, and return a warning
notifying you of it.

7.6 SOML To Elasticsearch Type Mapping
The Semantic Objects handle the generation of the type mapping between SOML datatypes and Elastic
datatypes. Elasticsearch requires such mapping in order to know how to handle different data loaded
for the indexes. See more in the Mapping section of the Elasticsearch documentation.
The mapping between the SOML and Elasticsearch types defined in the Semantic Search is as follows:
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SOML type
iri
boolean
string
langString
int
integer
double
decimal
long
unsignedLong
unsignedInt
unsignedShort
unsignedByte
short
byte
positiveFloat
nonPositiveFloat
negativeFloat
nonNegativeFloat
positiveInteger
nonPositiveInteger
negativeInteger
nonNegativeInteger
dateTime
date
time
year
yearMonth

Elastic type
keyword
boolean
text
Literals mapping
integer
keyword
double
scaled_float where the scaling_factor is passed via scale_factor
property characteristic
long
keyword
long
integer
short
short
byte
float
float
float
float
keyword
keyword
keyword
keyword
date with yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss format
date with yyyy-MM-dd format
date with HH:mm:ss format
date with yyyy format
date with yyyy-MM format

SOML also defines several union types that are represented by nested mapping in Elasticsearch. The
mapping for them is as follows:

SOML union type
stringOrLangString
dateOrYearOrMonth

Elasticsearch type
Literals mapping
nested described as exclusive combinations of date, year, and
yearMonth

Elasticsearch does not support unlimited (arbitrary length) digits and unlimited precision numbers, so
they will be encoded in text form. This allows the data to be returned in the format in which it was
inputted, and thus enable you to decide how to transform or process it.
The unsigned datatypes are represented with the next biggest Elasticsearch type, because they are not
natively supported by Elastic either. unsignedLong is an exception here, as it is represented by the
keyword type.
The mapping generation process is done for each index that will be created by the Semantic Search.
The process is triggered on successful SOML binding in the service. When the SOML is updated, the
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mappings for the indexes are updated as well. If the schema update introduces a new object, the service
will generate new index and type mapping for it.
Note: If there is a SOML schema bound to the Semantic Search and it is restarted, the service will
attempt to retrieve the SOML and update the index type mappings in order to avoid desynchronization
between the data with which the Semantic Objects and the Semantic Search work.

7.6.1 Literals mapping
Literal properties (langString or stringOrLangString) consist of value and lang and are
mapped as type: nested objects in Elasticsearch.
An example mapping:
{
"rdfs_label": {
"type": "nested",
"properties": {
"lang": {
"type": "keyword",
"store": true
},
"value": {
"type": "text",
"store": true,
"analyzer": "standard"
}
}
}
}

The lang property is always of type keyword, while the value property is of type text. You can also
notice how the analyzer is being set as well.
As mentioned in the LangString Analyzers section, different analyzers can be assigned per language.
So if for example the rdfs:label property has english analyzer configured for the en language, the
mapping would look like this:
{
"rdfs_label": {
"type": "nested",
"properties": {
"lang": {
"type": "keyword",
"store": true
},
"value": {
"type": "text",
"store": true,
"analyzer": "standard"
},
"value_en": {
"type": "text",
"store": true,
"analyzer": "english"
}
}
}
}
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Note that all en values will be present both in value and value_en properties. The only difference is
that one will be analyzed using the property default analyzer, while the other will use the english one.
This way, if you perform a query over the rdfs_label.value property, the english values will not
be excluded.
This is a part of a document in Elasticsearch indexed with the mapping above:
{
"rdfs_label": [
{
"value": "Bib Fortuna"
},
{
"value_en": "Bib Fortuna",
"lang": "en",
"value": "Bib Fortuna"
},
{
"lang": "de",
"value": "Bib Fortuna"
}
]
}

The first object has no lang, as the value in the database is a simple string. Although in the second
object value_en and value look exactly the same, they are analyzed with different analyzers and may
behave differently when being queried.

7.6.2 Object Properties Mapping
Similar to the Literals, the object properties are mapped as type: nested in Elasticsearch.
This is an example of the mapping for Character.film property:
{
"film": {
"type": "nested",
"properties": {
"__typename": {
"type": "keyword"
},
"id": {
"type": "keyword",
"store": true
},
"name": {
"type": "text",
"store": true,
"analyzer": "standard"
},
"type": {
"type": "keyword",
"store": true
}
}
}
}

The id and _typename properties are always indexed and are of type keyword.
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7.6.3 Explicit Elasticsearch Type (Type Overriding)
The flexibility of SOML provides a way to override the standard type mappings for Elasticsearch when
the user defines their model. This allows a given property to be treated in different ways in Elasticsearch.
The explicit type setting is done via the search.type configuration field. The field is represented by
a dictionary with a specified field called name. The name value is the actual Elasticsearch type that will
be used in the index mapping generation.
For convenience, there is a short form of the type configuration shown in the following example:
id: /soml/example
properties:
eyeColor:
range: string
search:
type: keyword
mass:
range: decimal
scaleFactor: 30
search:
type:
name: keyword

# short form

# standard form

information:
range: langString
max: 50
objects:
Character:
kind: abstract
search:
index: true
props:
eyeColor:
bestFriend:
range: Character
max: 1
eyesight:
range: double
max: 1
search:
type:
name: decimal
scale_factor: 100
awards:
max: inf
range: string
search:
type: keyword
Human:
inherits: Character
search:
index: true
props:
mass:
search:
type: default
awards:
search:
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

type: default
information:

Here, we can see several features that come with the search.type configuration. There are also some
constraints that should be kept in mind when defining the model. To understand this better, let’s inspect
the example in detail.
The type field can be used on properties defined in the properties section on schema level. In this
example, three properties are defined: eyeColor, mass, and information. As you have already
noticed, the eyeColor and mass have their type explicitly set to keyword. This means that when their
Elasticsearch mapping is generated, they will be mapped to keyword type and not to the types based
on the SOML type, in this case string and decimal. The definition of the type in the eyeColor uses
the short form type: keyword. This is convenient when the specified type does not require any more
configurations.
To contrast this, let’s check Character.eyesight, where additional configuration for the scale factor
should be provided for the decimal types in the Elasticsearch.
In this sense, the type field is very flexible as all additional configurations required for the described
type can be added as key-value pairs without any constraints on the number of additional configurations.
This is very useful when you have your own custom types/analyzers in Elasticsearch and want to use
them for specific properties.
The inheritance rules of the search.type field are no different from the other properties characteristics.
However, there are some constraints to keep in mind when defining your SOML.
To better explain their behavior, let’s look at the expanded Human objects from this example:
Human:
inherits: Character
search:
index: true
props:
eyeColor:
range: string
search:
type: keyword
mass:
range: decimal
scaleFactor: 30
search:
type: default
bestFriend:
range: Character
max: 1
eyesight:
range: double
max: 1
search:
type:
name: decimal
scale_factor: 100
awards:
max: inf
range: string
search:
type: default
information:
range: langString
max: 50

The properties eyeColor, bestFriend, eyesight, and information are inherited with all of their
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characteristic, as they are defined either from the parent object Character or the properties section on
the schema level.
The differences are in the properties mass and awards, where the search.type is set to a special
default value. This special value is provided in order to reuse all other configurations of the property
and keep the standard mapping to the Elasticsearch type. This means that it overrides the override and
notifies the system that the property should be treated as a normal property without any type overrides
or changes. In this case, the system will use the standard mapping defined for the SOML type of the
property to calculate the actual Elasticsearch type when generating the mappings.
This is useful when a given property has many characteristics or is defined on the schema level, but for
some objects the standard type should be kept.
Note: If a Human object has child object(s), they will reuse the characteristic for its properties.

Constraints
The following constraints are currently in place for the search.type field configuration:
• It can be used on properties with scalar types or language type properties.
• Object properties have their own search.type values that are strictly designed for relational
data. The allowed values are join or nested.
Note: Currently, only type: keyword is supported as type configuration. As the Semantic Search
evolves, additional support for other types will be introduced.

7.7 Administration
This section provides information about the available REST endpoints provided by the Semantic Search,
as well as short descriptions of the functionality, parameters, responses, and examples. For consistency
with the rest of the documentation, the addresses from the examples are bound to localhost.

7.7.1 SOML Management
The Semantic Search schema management consists of several operations over a SOML that is already
created in the Semantic Objects. It only reads the provided SOML in order to generate index data for
GraphDB Connectors, Elasticsearch index information and to provide a search GraphQL endpoint. The
operations that are currently available in the Semantic Search over SOML are:
Bind
The bind operation is used to activate a specific SOML schema to the service. Currently, the Semantic
Search operates with only one schema at a time. Upon binding a schema the service will start to create
the all required indexes or update the one already existing if changes in their configurations and structure
is detected.
To bind a SOML to the service, execute:
curl 'http://localhost:9980/soml/{id}/search' -X PUT

If the binding is successful, this request will produce the following response:
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{
"@context": {
"@vocab": "http://ontotext.com/ontology/status/",
"@base": "http://data.ontotext.com/",
"xsd": "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#",
"hydra": "http://www.w3.org/ns/hydra/core#"
},
"@type": "SOML",
"@id": "/soml/sample-with-search-configs",
"input": "id:
/soml/sample-with-search-configs\nlabel:
sample1\
,→n\nprefixes:\n
xsd:
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#\nspecialPrefixes:\n␣
,→ base_iri:
http://example.com/data/\n vocab_iri: http://example.com/ontology#\
,→n
vocab_prefix: ont\n\nobjects:\n\n Human:\n
search: { index: true }\n
␣
,→props:\n
mass: {range: int}\n\nrbac:\n roles:\n
Admin:\n
␣
,→description: \"Administrator role, can read, write and delete objects and schema\
,→"\n
actions: [\n
\"*/*/*\"\n
]",
"bound": true
}

If there is an error or the schema is invalid, the request will return a corresponding status code and
details about the error that occurred.
Unbind
The unbind operation is used to deactivate the SOML schema from the service and remove all created
indexes with the bind operation. Normally, it should be followed up by a bind operation, otherwise the
service will remain without a SOML, which will make it unusable. The unbind operation is invoked with
the following request:
curl 'http://localhost:9980/soml/{id}/search' -X DELETE

Currently, the two possible returned responses are either the unbound SOML ID, or, in the event of a
problem during execution, an error:
{
"@context": {
"@vocab": "http://ontotext.com/ontology/status/",
"@base": "http://data.ontotext.com/",
"xsd": "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#",
"hydra": "http://www.w3.org/ns/hydra/core#"
},
"@type": "SOML",
"@id": "/soml/sample-with-search-configs",
"bound": false
}

If you try to unbind a SOML that is currently not bound to the service, it will respond with an error informing
you that the requested schema is not currently bound.
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Validate
The service exposes a schema validation functionality that can be used to check the validity of specific
SOML before binding it. The endpoint is also useful when you create a SOML schema in the Semantic
Objects and want to use it for the search operations as well. The search validation can be included in
the unified validation step, or separately during SOML update or create.
Use the following validation request:
curl --location -X POST 'http://localhost:9980/soml/validate' \
-H 'Content-Type: text/yaml' \
-H 'X-Request-ID: some-uuid-correlation-id' \
-H 'Accept: application/json' \
-T soml-schema.yaml

The validation process consists of two phases:
1. SOML structure check: will return an error in case of incorrect SOML structure, i.e., when the
YAML file contains errors.
2. SOML-GraphQL generation: checks whether the service can generate a correct GraphQL schema
from the given SOML. If an error is detected, it will be returned in the response.
If the validation passes successfully, the inputted SOML will be returned as response.
Info
The info operation checks what and how many indexes have been created for the currently bound SOML
schema. The request is as follows:
curl 'http://localhost:9980/soml/info' -X GET

The response will return the ID of the bound SOML and the IDs of all indexes created from that SOML.
For example, if we have bound a SOML with two objects, each of which is marked as searchable, the
response will look like this:
{
"@context":{
"@vocab":"http://ontotext.com/ontology/status/",
"@base":"http://data.ontotext.com/",
"xsd":"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#",
"hydra":"http://www.w3.org/ns/hydra/re#"
},
"@type":"info",
"soml" : "/soml/example"
"indexes" : [
"otp-object1",
"otp-object2"
]
}

If there is no bound schema, the request will return an error that a bound SOML was not found.
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Status
The status operation checks can be used to determine if indexing is currently running. If the indexing
has been completed an empty response will be returned. The request is as follows:
curl 'http://localhost:9980/soml/status/all' -X GET

The response will return the ID of the currently performed operation that could be one of the following:
• CHECK_REQUIREMENTS - a verification is performed that GraphDB and Elasticsearch are accessible and properly configured.
• PREPARE_ELASTIC - deploy a __typename resolution pipeline to Elasticsearch
• CREATE_CONNECTOR - create GraphDB Connector and corresponding Elasticsearch index with
name found in the id value.
• DROP_CONNECTOR - drops GraphDB Connector and corresponding Elasticsearch index with name
found in the id value.
• CREATE_ALIASES - register the opt-root alias to all previously created indexes
Here is an example response:
{
"@context": {
"@vocab": "http://ontotext.com/ontology/status/",
"@base": "http://data.ontotext.com/",
"xsd": "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#",
"hydra": "http://www.w3.org/ns/hydra/core#"
},
"@type": "SOMLState",
"data": [
{
"id": "/soml/example",
"operation": "MANAGE_INDEXES",
"duration": "188109",
"subOperation": [
{
"id": "otp-example-type",
"operation": "CREATE_CONNECTOR",
"thread": "processing-pool-108-thread-1",
"duration": "188034",
"count": "1"
}
]
}
]
}

The information returned by the service is displayed in the Workbench interface in the active status area
in the upper right.
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7.8 Federation
The Semantic Search, just like the Semantic Objects, supports GraphQL federation. Federation is a
mechanism to combine multiple GraphQL endpoints and schema into a single aggregate endpoint and
composite schema.
Under Semantic Search federation, the Semantic Search indexes the same data as it does normally, so
you can use it for query parameters, sorting, aggregations. However, its schema is modified so it can
be used in federated queries with the Semantic Objects and external schemas.
When using Semantic Search federation, all Elasticsearch-specific fields and the ID are fetched from
the Semantic Search. Then the other fields of the given object will be fetched from the other federated
schemas.
Consider the following query:
query federatedSearch {
book_search(query: {
bool: {
must: [
{
match: {
title: {
query: "Sith",
boost: 2.0
}
}
}
]
}
})
{
max_score
hits {
score
book {
id
title
pagesCount
charactersIncluded {
id
}
}
}
}
}

# Obtained from the Semantic Search
# Obtained from the Semantic Search
# Obtained from the Semantic Search
# External
# External
# External

The schema for Book would be:
type Book implements WorkOfArt @extends @key(fields : "id") {
id: ID @external
}

This query would return all books where the title contains the word “Sith”. Since the field id is always
considered the key for a given query, it would be returned for the book object. All other queries which
are part of the Semantic Objects and/or external services would be sourced from there.
The id field is always the key for any standard interface or object.
The Root type is not part of the Semantic Objects schema and, as such, its fields are not marked as
external, and the type is not marked as extends.
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Warning: Using a type or interface named Root in one of your own schemas would break the
federation.

7.8.1 Backwards Compatibility
When federation is enabled, it is backwards compatible. This means that you would have the same
expressive power of the Semantic Search if you query it directly rather than through the federated endpoint.
There are some known issues to consider, however:
• inheritance - the Apollo gateway does not support deep inheritance of objects. Interfaces do not
implement other interfaces.
• inheritance on Root - the Root object is not external, as it is declared only in the Semantic Search.
At the same time, it does not implement all field arguments of Object as defined within the Semantic Objects. This is why in federation mode it does not implement Object.
• external directive - in order to allow duplicate fields, such as Character.name, character
must be marked as extends and the field as external. While this is important for the Apollo
gateway to resolve the schema, the external keyword does not factor in when Semantic Search
processing is concerned.
• _empty field - in the rare case that an object does not use the id field, the _empty directive would
be used since an object must have at least one field.
Running Apollo Federation on a Non-federated Semantic Search
It is possible to run Apollo federation on a Semantic Search that does not have federation enabled. The
schema would be provided on a best-effort basis. In such a scenario, you would be unable to federate
with the Semantic Objects schema, but may have success with some external services, if there’s no
overlap between the types.
It is strongly recommended to enable federation and federate with the Semantic Objects if you want to
use Apollo federation.
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CHAPTER

EIGHT

INSTALLATION

To deploy the Semantic Search, you need to have running Ontotext Semantic Objects.
See how to install, deploy, and manage them here.
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CHAPTER

NINE

DEPENDENCIES & LICENSE

What’s in this document?
• Java
• JavaScript
• Docker Images
This page provides a list of the most important third-party dependencies that are used in the Semantic
Search.

9.1 Java
Name

GroupId

Elasticsearch REST
High Level
graphql-java

org.elasticsearch.client
elasticsearch-resthigh-level-client
com.graphqlgraphql-java
java
com.graphqlgraphql-javajava
extended-scalars
org.eclipse.rdf4j
rdf4j-client

graphql-javaextended-scalars
RDF4J: Client Libraries
Spring Boot
Spring Context

ArtefactId

org.springframework.boot
spring-boot
org.springframeworkspring-context

VerLicense
sion
7.13.2 Apache License, Version 2.0
15.0
The MIT License
15.0.0 The MIT License
3.7.3

Eclipse Distribution
License v1.0
2.5.9 Apache License, Version 2.0
5.3.15 Apache License, Version 2.0

9.2 JavaScript
The table below extends the JavaScript dependencies of the Semantic Objects and adds the Semantic
Search-specific dependencies.
Name
@elastic/elasticsearch

Version
7.12.0

License
Apache License, Version 2.0
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9.3 Docker Images
The table below extends the Docker Images dependencies of the Semantic Objects and adds the Semantic Search-specific dependencies.
Name
Elasticsearch Image
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Version
7.13.2

License
Elastic License 2.0
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CHAPTER

TEN

RELEASE NOTES

What’s in this document?
• Semantic Search 3.8.0
– New Features
– Improvements
– Bug Fixes
• Ontotext Platform 3.7
• Ontotext Platform 3.6
• Ontotext Platform 3.5
• Ontotext Platform 3.4
• Ontotext Platform 3.3
• Ontotext Platform 3.2
• Ontotext Platform 3.1
• Ontotext Platform 3.0
The Semantic Search release notes provide information about the features and improvements in each
release, as well as various bug fixes. The Semantic Search versioning scheme is based on semantic
versioning. The full version is composed of three components:
major.minor.patch
e.g., 1.2.3 where the major version is 1, the minor version is 2, and the patch version is 3.
Note: Releases with the same major and minor versions do not contain any new features. Releases
with different patch versions contain fixes for bugs discovered since the previous minor. New or significantly changed features are released with a higher major or minor version.
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10.1 Semantic Search 3.8.0
Released: 1 March 2022
Important: Semantic Search 3.8.0:
• Deployment and Operations Improvements – Key components updated to newer versions
• Semantic Search – New and improved connector management

Note:
Semantic Search version 3.8.0 requires:
• Semantic Objects version 3.6.0 or 3.7.0 with disabled connector management, or version 3.8.0 or later
• Workbench version 3.8.0 or later
• GraphDB version 9.10.1 or later, as well as the required version of Elasticsearch corresponding to the used GraphDB Elasticsearch connector version.
You can find a list with all external dependencies here.

10.1.1 New Features
• Semantic Search
– New and improved connector management:

* Connector management has been moved from Semantic Objects to Semantic Search.
* Connectors and indexes are only recreated and re-indexed on changes in the connectors
model.

* Connectors and indexes are created asynchronously from schema bind operation. To
manually check the currently running tasks, see the SOML status.

* Better connector creation monitoring in the Workbench

10.1.2 Improvements
• Deployment and Operations Improvements
– Upgraded to Semantic Objects 3.8.0
– Upgraded to GraphDB 9.10.3
– Updated to Kong Helm chart 2.5 (Kong 2.6)
– Updated Spring Boot to 2.5.9
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10.1.3 Bug Fixes
• PLATFORM-3932 Semantic Search should not trigger schema migration

10.2 Ontotext Platform 3.7
Ontotext Platform 3.7 release notes
Ontotext Platform 3.7 documentation

10.3 Ontotext Platform 3.6
Ontotext Platform 3.6 release notes
Ontotext Platform 3.6 documentation

10.4 Ontotext Platform 3.5
Ontotext Platform 3.5 release notes
Ontotext Platform 3.5 documentation

10.5 Ontotext Platform 3.4
Ontotext Platform 3.4 release notes
Ontotext Platform 3.4 documentation

10.6 Ontotext Platform 3.3
Ontotext Platform 3.3 release notes
Ontotext Platform 3.3 documentation

10.7 Ontotext Platform 3.2
Ontotext Platform 3.2 release notes
Ontotext Platform 3.2 documentation

10.2. Ontotext Platform 3.7
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10.8 Ontotext Platform 3.1
Ontotext Platform 3.1 release notes
Ontotext Platform 3.1 documentation

10.9 Ontotext Platform 3.0
Ontotext Platform 3.0 release notes
Ontotext Platform 3.0 documentation
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CHAPTER

ELEVEN

SUPPORT

What’s in this document?
• Platform Support
• GraphDB Support
• MongoDB Support

11.1 Platform Support
• Email: platform-support@ontotext.com
• Sales Email: sales@ontotext.com
• General: info@ontotext.com
• US (toll free) 1-866-972-6686
• Europe +359 974 6160

11.2 GraphDB Support
• Email: graphdb-support@ontotext.com
• Twitter: @OntotextGraphDB
• GraphDB tag on Stack Overflow at https://stackoverflow.com/questions/tagged/graphdb

11.3 MongoDB Support
• MongoDB Support - We use MongoDB as our SOML schema storage database (Optional,
GraphDB is used by default).
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